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ABSTRACT

 

Aim

 

This first global quantification of the relationship between leaf traits and soil
nutrient fertility reflects the trade-off between growth and nutrient conservation.
The power of soils versus climate in predicting leaf trait values is assessed in bivariate
and multivariate analyses and is compared with the distribution of growth forms (as
a discrete classification of vegetation) across gradients of soil fertility and climate.

 

Location

 

All continents except for Antarctica.

 

Methods

 

Data on specific leaf area (SLA), leaf N concentration (LNC), leaf P
concentration (LPC) and leaf N:P were collected for 474 species distributed across
99 sites (809 records), together with abiotic information from each study site. Individual
and combined effects of soils and climate on leaf traits were quantified using
maximum likelihood methods. Differences in occurrence of growth form across soil
fertility and climate were determined by one-way ANOVA.

 

Results

 

There was a consistent increase in SLA, LNC and LPC with increasing soil
fertility. SLA was related to proxies of N supply, LNC to both soil total N and P and
LPC was only related to proxies of P supply. Soil nutrient measures explained more
variance in leaf traits among sites than climate in bivariate analysis. Multivariate
analysis showed that climate interacted with soil nutrients for SLA and area-based
LNC. Mass-based LNC and LPC were determined mostly by soil fertility, but soil P
was highly correlated to precipitation. Relationships of leaf traits to soil nutrients
were stronger than those of growth form versus soil nutrients. In contrast, climate
determined distribution of growth form more strongly than it did leaf traits.

 

Main conclusions

 

We provide the first global quantification of the trade-off
between traits associated with growth and resource conservation ‘strategies’ in
relation to soil fertility. Precipitation but not temperature affected this trade-off.
Continuous leaf traits might be better predictors of plant responses to nutrient
supply than growth form, but growth forms reflect important aspects of plant species
distribution with climate.
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INTRODUCTION

 

The availability of soil nutrients is one of the main factors

determining the species composition of plant communities. At

the same time, plants have species-specific impacts on soil

nutrient availability through feedbacks on nutrient cycles.

Despite the large variability of plant strategies within a site

(Poorter & De Jong, 1999; Fonseca

 

 et al.

 

, 2000; Wright

 

 et al.

 

,

2004), plants growing in nutrient-rich environments in general

produce large amounts of nutrient-rich litter, which releases

large amounts of nutrients and in turn sustain high levels of soil

fertility. In contrast, plants in nutrient-poor environments produce

small amounts of litter and conserve nutrients in long-lived and

recalcitrant tissues, thus reinforcing the infertile environment
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(Melillo

 

 et al.

 

, 1982; Hobbie, 1992; Berendse, 1994; Crews

 

 et al.

 

,

1995; Aerts & Chapin, 2000). It is important to note also that

selection has led species to differ intrinsically in both responses

to soil nutrition and in their impacts on soil nutrient supply (e.g.

Hobbie, 1992; Berendse, 1994; Reich

 

 et al.

 

, 2001; Booth

 

 et al.

 

,

2005), and such effects can amplify or constrain the feedbacks

described above. These patterns of plant responses and feedbacks

on nutrient supply have been conceptualized in terms of a general

trade-off between growth rate and nutrient conservation

(Chapin, 1980; Reich

 

 et al.

 

, 1992; Berendse, 1994; Aerts, 1999),

itself integrated into well-known plant strategy models that

characterize plant functioning according to axes of specialization

(Grime, 1977; Westoby

 

 et al.

 

, 2002). Experimental evidence for

the global existence of such axes of specialization has appeared

over the last decades through the analysis of leaf traits connected

to this trade-off (Field & Mooney, 1986; Reich

 

 et al.

 

, 1997; Diaz

 

et al.

 

, 2004; Wright

 

 et al.

 

, 2004). These traits, i.e. specific leaf area

(SLA), leaf nitrogen (LNC) and phosphorus (LPC) concentrations

and leaf life span (LLS), have recently been denominated as the

leaf economy traits (Wright 

 

et al

 

., 2004).

Although the plant–soil nutrient relationship has been studied

extensively (see Chapin, (1980) and Aerts & Chapin, (2000) for

reviews), quantification of the trait responses across various

spatial scales is still limited (Lavorel & Garnier, 2002). Such

quantitative knowledge is urgently needed to advance our under-

standing of ecosystem function (Chapin, 2003; Grime, 2006;

McGill

 

 et al.

 

, 2006) and is of paramount importance in the face

of ongoing environmental changes. Predicting the effects of

changes in nutrient availability on plant productivity is one of

the highest uncertainties of future climate change predictions

(Hungate

 

 et al.

 

, 2003). For instance, global change is very likely

to influence soil nutrient availability on relatively small

time-scales (3–5 years) and plant species composition at longer

time-scales (Rustad

 

 et al.

 

, 2001; Aerts

 

 et al.

 

, 2006).

Predictions about the effects of climate change on vegetation

composition and nutrient cycling are carried out with vegetation

and carbon balance models such as TEM, BIOME and LPJ

(Melillo

 

 et al.

 

, 1995; Pan

 

 et al.

 

, 1998; Sitch

 

 et al.

 

, 2003). In such

models the vegetation continuum has been approached by using

categorical variables to describe plant responses. For instance

plant responses have been classified by biome, growth form and,

the most widely used, plant functional type (PFT) (Gitay &

Noble, 1998). Classification into relevant PFTs does allow

repeatable mapping with traits, and trait trade-offs (Reich 

 

et al

 

.

1997, 2007), but this approach has considerable limitations. One

problem with PFTs and any other discrete classification is that

they remain context dependent as they do not have a direct

physiological basis (Gitay & Noble, 1998). A second major problem

is that boundaries are forced, while functions may overlap

(Wright

 

 et al.

 

, 2005a). Moreover, it is questionable whether

groupings defined under current climate will hold under

changing conditions (Eviner & Chapin, 2003). Similar problems

occur with discrete classifications of soil nutrient availability, like

soil types or high versus low soil fertility (e.g. Wright

 

 et al.

 

, 2001).

Additionally, discrete classifications of nutrient availability

complicate quantification of plant responses to nutrient supply

across global scales because the absolute magnitude of nutrient

availability is not known.

An approach that follows naturally to overcome these

problems is to link continuous plant traits to quantitative

measures of soil nutrient availability. Until now, because of practical

and logistical constraints, these studies mainly provided data on

differences among only a few species or species from a limited

geographical area (Vitousek

 

 et al.

 

, 1995; Cunningham

 

 et al.

 

,

1999; Poorter & De Jong, 1999; Fonseca

 

 et al.

 

, 2000; Knops &

Reinhart, 2000; Cavender-Bares

 

 et al.

 

, 2004). Recent global data

compilations have shed light on controls on nutrient cycling

(Booth

 

 et al.

 

, 2005), the convergence of plant functioning

(Wright

 

 et al.

 

, 2004), modulation of plant traits by climate

(Wright

 

 et al.

 

, 2005b) and patterns of leaf N and P in relation to

climate and latitude (Reich & Oleksyn, 2004). These studies,

together with previous research on local scales, have shown that

climate and soils are among the important factors that control

leaf traits. Nonetheless, relationships between plant traits and

soil nutrient availability and combined effects of climate and soil

on leaf traits are yet to be reliably quantified at global scales.

Quantification of the continuous relationship of leaf traits to

both climate and soils is of prime importance for the development

of new modelling frameworks that could be used to study the

effects of climate change.

The aim of this paper is to use quantitative and continuous leaf

economy traits (from here onwards, ‘leaf traits’) in combination

with soil nutrient availability and climate parameters measured

at the same sites. Leaf traits, soil and climate variables were

compiled from the authors’ own work as well as from the literature.

With the resulting dataset, we ask the following research

questions. (1) Does the hypothesized positive relationship

between leaf traits (SLA, leaf N and P) and soil fertility, that

reflects the trade-off between fast growth and nutrient conserva-

tion, hold generally? (2) Are the relationships between different

leaf traits and soil fertility stronger than between leaf traits and

climate for the same set of species? (3) Do climate and soils have

additional and/or interactive effects on different leaf traits, and if

so, how strong are these effects? (4) Is the goodness of fit of

relations between continuous leaf traits and either soil nutrient

measures or climate higher than that for the relations of growth

forms to soil or climate, as we hypothesized?

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data selection

 

Data on leaf traits and soil fertility were collected from published

studies in which both leaf traits and measures of soil fertility were

obtained at the same site and within a time span of 2 years. This

criterion proved to be strongly limiting for data selection: despite

the wealth of studies on diverse aspects of plant trait variation,

only a few studies report soil characteristics for the same

locations. Nevertheless we considered this filter necessary to

minimize errors caused by temporal and spatial variability in soil

fertility. Only data from natural gradients and field studies (no

crop fields or plantation forestry land) were selected, excluding
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studies with short-term experimental manipulations in the field

or in greenhouses.

The resulting dataset spans most world biomes (although

deserts and temperate rain forests are not represented because of

lack of adequate data), a wide range of soil nutrient conditions

and all of the common higher-plant growth forms (Table 1).

Even so, the growth forms grasses and herbs form a minority

compared with trees and shrubs, and were predominantly

sampled in New Zealand (Craine & Lee, 2003). This ‘imbalance’

is due to the limited number of available studies. The whole dataset

encloses 474 species distributed across 99 sites (809 records).

 

Leaf traits

 

Leaf traits included in the analysis are generally known to be

related to soil nutrient supply: Specific leaf area (SLA, m

 

2

 

 kg

 

–1

 

),

leaf nitrogen concentration per mass (LNCmass mg g

 

–1

 

), leaf

phosphorus concentration per mass (LPCmass mg g

 

–1

 

) and leaf

N:P. Leaf traits like SLA, LNC and LPC are positively related to

plant relative growth rates, leaf carbon assimilation rates and

energy supply (Lambers & Poorter, 1992; Lavorel & Garnier,

2002; Niklas

 

 et al.

 

, 2005). Leaf nitrogen concentration and leaf

phosphorus concentration on an area basis (LNCarea and

LPCarea both in g m

 

–2

 

) were also included in the analysis. Leaf

N:P is a common proxy for the type of nutrient limitation

(Koerselman & Meuleman, 1996; Güsewell, 2004). Other plant

traits previously shown to be related to soil nutrient supply, e.g.

leaf life span and root traits, could not be included in the analysis

because of insufficient data.

Specific leaf area (SLA) ranged between 2 and 41 m

 

2

 

 kg

 

–1

 

across the dataset, LNCmass between 5 and 54 mg g

 

–1

 

, LNCarea

between 0.3 and 6.6 g m

 

–2

 

, LPCmass between 0.1 and 6 mg g

 

–1

 

,

LPCarea between 0.02 and 4.74 g m

 

–2

 

 and leaf N:P between 2.6

and 89. All leaf traits were correlated with each other (Appendix S1

in Supporting Information), consistent with patterns shown

previously (Güsewell, 2004; Wright

 

 et al.

 

, 2004).

 

Soil fertility

 

Although a variety of measures can be used as proxies of soil

fertility, there is little consistency across studies in this regard.

Here we used some of the most commonly used measures: soil

total N, soil C:N and soil total P, measured in the majority of

cases for the upper 20 cm of soil (Table 1). These soil characteristics

are proxies of the size of nutrient pools (soil total N and soil total

P) and quality of the organic matter (soil C:N) (Heal

 

 et al.

 

, 1997).

All soil nutrient measures were expressed on a mass basis,

because of a lack of information on soil bulk density required to

obtain area basis estimates. For correlations among the selected

soil nutrients measures see Appendix S1.

Soil nutrient concentrations are only very rough approximations

of nutrient supply to the vegetation, as most of the soil nutrient

Table 1 Location, biomes and numbers of species within each growth form for studies included in this analysis.

Reference* Country Latitude Biomes†

No. 

of 

sites

Growth forms‡ Soil data¶

F G H DS ES DT ET

Soil total

N (%)

Soil

C:N

Soil total P

(mg kg–1)

N mineraliz.

(μg g–1 year–1)

1–6 United States 68.7 T 4 9 12 8 x x x

7 United States 19.5 ToRF, TF 10 4 2 2 17 13 x x

8, 9 Netherlands 52.4 Sh 8 24 8 x x x

10f New Zealand –45.5 Sh, TF, BF 29 127 137 x

11 France 43.9 TF 12 19 42 5 x x m

12 United States 68.6 T 2 4 2 4 4 x x x x

13 India 25.3 W 2 10 54 26 x x x m

14, 15 China 29.6 TF, BF 6 4 5 15 x x m

16 Estonia 58.6 TF 3 29 5 9 x x m

17 Australia –12.7 G 4 18 6 x

18 Venezuela 1.9 TSF 2 1 11 x x x x

19 Brazil –2.8 ToRF 13 91 x x m

20, 21 Australia –33.6 TSF, W 4 1 61 20 x x x m

Ranges of soil conditions 0.01–3 7–55 22–826 0–394

Total sites 2 56** 49** 9 30 14 36 97 54 22 56

Total species 99 4 186 200 45 115 86 182

*For the list of references see Appendix S3.
†T = tundra, ToRF = tropical rain forest, TF = temperate forest, Sh = shrubland, BF = boreal forest, W = woodland, G = grassland, TSF = tropical
seasonal forest.
‡F = ferns, G = grasses and sedges, H = herbs, DS = deciduous shrubs, ES = evergreen shrubs, DT = deciduous trees, ET = evergreen trees.
¶m = modelled N mineralization, x = data from the literature.
**Data on grasses and herbs reported by Craine & Lee (2003) =  29 sites was only included in the soil total N vs leaf traits and climate vs leaf traits
relationships.
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stocks can be occluded in recalcitrant forms (Aerts & Chapin,

2000). Therefore, the net nitrogen mineralization rate was also

used as a proxy of available N for plant uptake as it integrates

both the nutrient pool potentially available for plant uptake and

the controlling factors of nutrient cycling (soil temperature,

moisture and soil texture). However, field data were available for

relatively few of the sites in our dataset, so these data were

complemented with data derived from a mineralization model

based on CENTURY (Parton

 

 et al.

 

, 1987). Although the model

was run with weekly time steps, the effects of seasonality, temperature

and moisture correction factors were calculated in monthly

intervals using climate data extracted from the nearest meteoro-

logical stations and/or from a global 10 arcmin gridded dataset of

mean monthly surface climate (New

 

 et al.

 

, 2002). We used air

temperature in place of soil temperature, given the paucity of

data on soil temperature. Potential evapotranspiration was

estimated with an empirical formula, based on temperature

alone (Linacre, 1977). In the original CENTURY model, N

mineralization is determined by the C:N ratios of three different

pools representing active, slow and passive organic matter. In our

model, this was simplified by estimating first the total amount of

CO

 

2

 

 released from the three pools and then estimating the total

N conversion using the average soil C:N ratio. In this manner we

implicitly assume that age structure of the soil organic matter of

each soil was ‘average’. N mineralization was corrected for microbial

immobilization by assuming a constant C:N ratio of 9 for

microbial biomass and a microbial yield of 0.3 g C biomass g

 

–1

 

 C

consumed (Schimel, 1988). The model was tested with observed

mineralization values from 35 sites, corresponding to 44 soil

profiles using an ordinary least squares regression of observed on

modelled values (

 

r

 

2

 

 = 0.62). The positive intercept of the regres-

sion (

 

B

 

0

 

 = 20.95 

 

μ

 

g N g

 

–1

 

soil year

 

–1

 

) showed that the model

tended to underestimate N mineralization. However, given that

the slope of the model was close to 1 (

 

B

 

1

 

 = 1.098), the underestimation

of the model was relatively constant across the observed values of

N mineralization. Thus, although the model did not always provide

a correct absolute measure of N supply, it was considered useful

as a relative measure to allow comparisons among sites.

 

Climate

 

Site climate was described in terms of mean annual temperature

(MAT, 

 

°

 

C) and mean annual precipitation (MAP, mm year

 

–1

 

),

annual potential evapotranspiration (PET, mm year

 

–1

 

) and

irradiance (W m

 

–2

 

). Mean annual temperature and precipitation

were derived from publications cited in the source. Potential

evapotranspiration was obtained from the 10-arcmin IWMI

World Water Climate Atlas (http://www.iwmi.cgiar.org/WAtlas/).

Irradiance was obtained from New

 

 et al.

 

 (1999) for all sites. For

correlations among the selected climate variables, see Appendix S1.

 

Growth forms

 

The distribution of growth forms – grasses and sedges, herbs,

evergreen trees, evergreen shrubs, deciduous trees, deciduous

shrubs and ferns – was used as an example of a discrete classification

to contrast continuous leaf trait values in relation to soil fertility.

These growth forms are straightforward to derive and are related

to soil properties and nutrient cycling (Booth

 

 et al.

 

, 2005). PFT

classifications are generally based on similar morphological and

life-history characteristics (Chapin

 

 et al.

 

, 1996; Gitay & Noble,

1998). Where growth forms were not indicated in the original

data sources, this information was extracted from various online

databases of plant information (http://www.botany.hawaii.edu/;

http://www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/ctahr2001/; http://efloras.org/;

http://www.nzpcn.org.nz/; http://plants.usda.gov/).

 

Data analysis

 

All leaf trait and soil data were approximately log-normally

distributed (right-skewed); hence they were log

 

10

 

 transformed

prior to analyses in order to attain approximate normality and

homogeneity of residuals. Of the climatic variables, only precipitation

was log

 

10

 

-transformed. Temperature, irradiance and PET showed

approximately normal distributions.

Bivariate analysis of trait–soil and trait–climate relationships

and multivariate analysis of the combined effects of soils and

climate on leaf traits were quantified using linear mixed models

with maximum likelihood (ML) methods, available in 

 

spss

 

v.13.0. Soil, climate variables and their interactions were treated

as fixed effects and site was treated as a random factor to account

for the effects created by the non-independence of leaf trait

observations at a site. Random effects are expressed as variances

and can be compared with the error variance (analogous to a

variance component analysis), but there is no equivalent to 

 

r

 

2

 

.

The lack of measures to estimate total explained variance (as in

regression methods) is a limitation of the ML method.

Bivariate relationships were investigated using all available

observations for each trait–soil and trait–climate combination.

The fact that not all leaf traits and soil–climate parameters were

measured simultaneously in all studies meant that for each

trait–soil and trait–climate combination there was a different

sample size for the analysis (see Fig. 1). Analogous to ANOVAs,

the predictive power of soil versus climatic properties was

compared in terms of 

 

F

 

-values to account for differences in

sample size. Multivariate analysis of the combined effects of soils

and climate on leaf traits were made with sub-datasets composed

of those records containing values for all selected leaf traits, soil

data and climate. For multivariate analysis of SLA, LNCmass and

LNCarea, we used a dataset with 425 observations and 46 sites

with climate data and soil measures of N supply. For multivariate

analysis of LPCmass, LPCarea and leaf N:P, we used a dataset

with 243 observations and 22 sites with climate data and soil total

N and soil total P as the only soil measures. We decided to use

two different datasets, because of the differences in availability of

information of measures on soil nitrogen and phosphorus

supply (see Table 1). To avoid problems of collinearity among the

independents, only variables with a Pearson coefficient lower

than 0.5 (see Appendix S2) were included. All possible combinations

of independents that fit this constraint were evaluated. Competing

multivariate models to predict leaf traits were selected with the

Akaike information criterion (AIC) as a goodness of fit measure:

http://www.iwmi.cgiar.org/WAtlas/
http://www.botany.hawaii.edu/
http://www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/ctahr2001/
http://efloras.org/
http://www.nzpcn.org.nz/
http://plants.usda.gov/
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Figure 1 Relationships between leaf traits and soil nutrient measures for all species: (a) specific leaf area, SLA; (b) leaf N concentration on mass 
basis, LNCmass; (c) leaf N concentration on area basis, LNCarea; (d) leaf P concentration on mass basis, LPCmass; (e) leaf P concentration on 
area basis, LPCarea; (f) leaf N:P. Measures of nutrient fertility are: soil total N, soil N; soil C:N, soil N mineralization; soil total P, soil P. Lines in 
black were plotted for relationships with P < 0.05, lines in grey were plotted for relationships with P < 0.1. All leaf traits and soil nutrient 
measures were log10-transformed.
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the lower the AIC value, the better the model. In addition,

parameters can be assessed for possible exclusion from mixed

models using 

 

F

 

-values and chi-tests. All multivariate models are

included in Appendix S2.

The relationships between growth form and soil fertility and

growth form and climate were tested using one-way ANOVAs

with growth form as a fixed factor. It was not possible to include

a random term for sites in this analysis, because variation attributed

to sites occurred together with the independent factor (growth

form). Instead, given that each site has only one value for soil and

climate variables, only one observation per growth form was

selected for each site. In this manner we corrected for the

majority of dependences of observations within sites that

created, in this case, pseudo-replication. ANOVA methods were

applied because ANOVA gives the same results as a mixed model

with ML methods without a random term, while allowing for

 

post hoc

 

 tests (in our study Tukey–Kramer; 

 

P

 

 < 0.05). Growth

forms that occurred in fewer than five sites were not included in

the analysis. 

 

F

 

-values obtained from the ANOVA analysis for

growth form versus soil nutrients and growth form versus

climate were compared with those of the bivariate mixed models

of leaf traits versus soil nutrients and leaf traits versus climate. In

this manner we compared the explanatory power of growth form

versus continuous leaf traits for predicting plant response to

nutrient supply and climate.

 

RESULTS

Bivariate relationships of leaf traits versus soil fertility 
and versus climate

 

For all species pooled together there was a consistent and significant

shift from species with low SLA, LNC and LPC at low soil fertility

towards species with high SLA, LNC and LPC at high soil fertility

(Fig. 1), although variability within sites was typically large. In

line with our expectations, soil total N was not a good predictor

of leaf trait variation: the relations of soil total N with SLA, LPC

(mass and area basis) and leaf N:P were not significant, and those

with LNCmass and LNCarea were in the opposite direction (with

respect to high versus low fertility) to the other soil nutrient

measures, including C:N. Therefore, we will not include soil total

N in the following presentation, but will discuss these findings in

the Discussion. In general, SLA and LNC (mass and area basis)

were related to most soil nutrient measures (Fig. 1); positively to

N mineralization and soil total P, and negatively to soil C:N

(reflecting the increase in nutrient availability with decreasing

soil C:N). Relationships of leaf N on an area basis were weaker

than those on a mass basis. In contrast, leaf P(mass and area

basis) and leaf N:P were only related to soil total P, and as

expected, leaf P increased and N:P decreased with increasing soil P.

Across all bivariate analyses, soil nutrient measures on average

explained more variance in individual leaf traits than climate. In

the current dataset, SLA was not significantly related to any of the

climatic parameters (Fig. 2). Leaf N was positively related on a

mass basis to MAT and PET and on an area basis to PET. In contrast,

leaf P was significantly related to all climatic parameters and in

the opposite direction (decreasing with MAT or PET) to leaf N;

as a consequence N:P increased with MAT and MAP.

 

Multivariate relationships of leaf traits versus soil 
fertility and climate

 

From all available models (see Appendix S2), the best model for

the prediction of variation in SLA included soil C:N, MAP and

their two-way interaction. The significant interaction term of soil

C:N 

 

×

 

 MAP had a positive sign indicating that as precipitation

increases the slope of SLA on soil C:N becomes less negative

(Table 2). For LNCmass the best model included soil total N, soil

C:N and their two-way interaction. The significant interaction

term of soil total N 

 

×

 

 soil C:N had a positive sign, indicating that

as soil C:N increases the slope of LNCmass on soil total N

becomes flatter. For LNCmass, none of the models including

soils and climate had significant interaction terms, and from

those without interactions the best model included soil C:N and

irradiation (Appendix S2). For LNCarea the best model included

soil C:N, MAP, irradiation and the three possible two-way

interactions. All interaction terms were significant and were

negative, showing that as MAP or irradiance increases, the slopes

of LNCarea on soil C:N become flatter. Irradiation also moderated

the response of LNCarea to MAP, making the response less

pronounced at high irradiance (Table 2). For LPCmass, LPCarea

and leaf N:P, all multivariate models were worse than the single

model using soil total P only (results not shown).

 

Leaf traits versus growth forms

 

ANOVA analysis showed that of all soil nutrient proxies, only soil

C:N was significantly related to the occurrence of the various

growth forms (Fig. 3). On average, deciduous trees occurred at

the lowest soil C:N and grasses corresponded to the highest soil

C:N. The other growth forms – evergreen trees and shrubs,

deciduous shrubs and herbs – were not different from each other

and were intermediate to the others. In contrast, growth forms

differed highly significantly in their mean value for all climatic

properties (Fig. 4). On average, deciduous shrubs corresponded

to low MAT, MAP, irradiance and PET, while evergreen and

deciduous trees corresponded to warm climates with high MAP

and irradiance. The other growth forms occurred at intermediate

conditions and were not different from each other, although the

ranking was fairly similar for all climatic parameters. The

strength of the relationships of growth form to soil C:N

(

 

F

 

 = 3.34) was lower than that of leaf traits versus soil C:N. For

climatic parameters, 

 

F

 

-values of growth forms were almost

always higher than those of leaf traits versus climate (with the

exception of LPCarea).

 

DISCUSSION

Leaf traits related to soil fertility

 

In this first attempt to quantify relationships between leaf traits

and soil fertility for multiple sites across continents and biomes,
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Figure 2 Relationships between leaf traits and climatic factors for all species: (a) specific leaf area, SLA; (b) leaf N concentration on mass basis, 
LNCmass; (c) leaf N concentration on area basis, LNCarea; (d) leaf P concentration on mass basis: LPCmass; (e) leaf P concentration on area 
basis: LPCarea; (f) leaf N:P. Climatic factors are: mean annual temperature, MAT; precipitation, MAP; irradiance; potential evapotranspiration, 
PET. Lines in black were plotted for relationships with P < 0.05. All leaf traits and MAP were log10-transformed.
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Table 2 Summary of best multivariate models to predict specific leaf area, SLA (m2 kg–1); leaf N concentration on a mass basis, LNCmass (mg g–1) 
and on an area basis, LNCarea (g m–2) for fixed effects of soils, climate and their significant interactions with the sign of the relationship (d), 
F-values (F) and probabilities (P). The ratio of the variance among sites explained by a model including fixed effects of climate and soil to a ‘null’ 
model with no fixed effects is included as an estimate of the variance explained by soil, climate and their interactions.

Variables in the model

SLA LNCmass LNCarea

d† F P d F P d F P

Climate Log MAP – 18.54 *** + 57.09 ***

Irradiance – + 17.88 ***

Soils Log soil C:N – 20.88 *** + 5.77 0.022 + 69.96 ***

Log soil total N – 20.57 ***

Interactions Log MAP × log soil C:N + 15.83 *** – 34.15 ***

Log MAP × Irradiance – 32.20 ***

Irradiance × log soil C:N – 30.40 0.002

Log soil C:N × soil total N – 20.39 ***

Variance explained‡ % P % P % P

Among-sites variance 59 *** 61 *** 78 ***

†Direction of the response. For models including interactions, single variables do not reflect the direction of a main effect but represent the direction of
the slope when the other variables are zero. The sign of the interaction represents a conditional relationship showing the change in the slope of one of the
variables when the other increases in one unit.
‡Null model includes no fixed effects and only the random effect of sites. 
***P < 0.001.

Figure 3 Distribution of growth forms in relation to soil nutrient measures. Different letters above bars indicate significant differences among 
growth forms, determined by a Tukey–Kramer post hoc test (P < 0.05). Growth forms: TD = deciduous trees, TE = evergreen trees, H = herbs, 
SD = deciduous shrubs, SE = evergreen shrubs, G = grasses. ANOVA results are indicated including numbers of species (n-spp) and sites 
(n-site). Nmin = N mineralization.

Figure 4 Distribution of growth forms in relation to climate. Different letters above bars indicate significant differences among growth forms, 
determined by a Tukey–Kramer post hoc test (P < 0.05). Growth forms: TD = deciduous trees, TE = evergreen trees, H = herbs, SD = deciduous 
shrubs, SE = evergreen shrubs, G = grasses. ANOVA results are indicated including numbers of species (n-spp) and sites (n-site). MAT = mean 
annual temperature, MAP = mean annual precipitation. PET = annual potential evapotranspiration.
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we found several consistent, significant relationships. The quantified

relationships fit the qualitative differences (particularly the

degree of sclerophylly and evergreenness) observed by others

among species originating from habitats differing in soil fertility

(e.g. Beadle, 1954; Monk, 1966; Small, 1972; Aerts, 1990; Specht

& Rundel, 1990). The ecological significance of sclerophylly and

evergreenness in relation to nutrient supply has been described

in the trade-off between plant growth and resource conservation

(Chapin, 1980; Aerts, 1999; Aerts & Chapin, 2000). Plants with

leaf traits that allow a fast use of nutrients and growth but for

shorter times (Poorter & Garnier, 1999; Westoby et al., 2002),

like high SLA and high LNC, were found at high nutrient supply,

while the reverse occurred at low nutrient supply where conservation

of nutrients is arguably more important. In the present paper we

have substantiated the claims made in previous studies by quantifying

this trade-off across a wide variety of climatic regions and

nutrient availabilities through the analysis of a large dataset.

Predicting leaf traits from soil and climate data

Bivariate relationships showed that SLA and leaf N (mass and

area basis) were more tightly related to soil nutrient status than

to climate, but not all proxies of soil fertility were equally good

predictors of leaf traits. It has been reported frequently that low

N fertility (van Arendonk et al., 1997; Knops & Reinhart, 2000;

Meziane & Shipley, 2001) as well as low P fertility (Specht &

Rundel, 1990; McDonald et al., 2003; Paoli, 2006) select for

similar suites of leaf traits: low SLA, LNC, LPC (but see Cordell

et al., 2001, for contrasting results). In this study, however, SLA

was responsive only to soil N (either soil C:N or N mineralization),

while leaf P (mass and area basis) and leaf N:P were related only

to soil P. Leaf N was the only leaf trait related to indicators of both

N and P. This effect of soil P on leaf N seems determined by a

tight coupling of leaf N and leaf P (Güsewell, 2004; Niklas et al.,

2005). In the current dataset it was not possible to include both

soil total N and soil P in models to predict leaf N due to the

paucity of data on soil P.

Results of multivariate analysis of SLA indicated a significant

interaction of soil C:N with MAP, indicating that responses of

SLA to soil N availability are modified by climate interactions.

Other interactions between climate and soil were non-significant

for SLA. This contrasts with results of Wright et al. (2005b), in

which irradiance was the strongest climatic variable modulating

SLA. In all possible models, climate only had a modest effect on

LNCmass, coinciding with results by Wright et al. (2005b) and

Reich et al. (2007) where effects of climate on LNCmass were

weaker than those on SLA. This was also reflected in the multivariate

analysis in which leaf N was only related to N availability.

LNCarea combines information from LNCmass and SLA which

was reflected in the results of the multivariate analysis.

In addition to measures of P availability, leaf P (mass and area

basis) and leaf N:P were related to all climatic variables, particularly

to MAP. These results agree with patterns found by Reich &

Oleksyn (2004). Soil P and MAP were correlated, which may

reflect the occurrence of poor leached soils in areas with high

precipitation. Given that all climatic variables were correlated, it

seems that detected effects of climate variables other than MAP

acted indirectly on leaf P. This convergence of effects of climate

and soils on leaf P was also evident from multivariate analysis in

which adding climatic variables (MAT, irradiance or PET) made

models worse. Patterns of leaf N:P reflect the fact that leaf N:P is

determined largely by leaf P (Güsewell, 2004; Reich & Oleksyn,

2004).

Leaf trait variability

Even though the relationships discussed above were statistically

significant, the soil–trait relationships still showed considerable

scatter around the fitted lines. Within-site variability was the

largest source of variability. Results from the mixed models

showed that from the total variability that was not captured by

soil and climate parameters, on average 58% of the variance in

SLA, 73–57% for LNC(area–mass), 48–43% for LPC(area–mass)

and 55% for leaf N:P was due to within-site variability, the rest of

the variability was due to unquantified differences among sites.

Similar high variability in leaf trait versus environment relation-

ships have been reported before (Poorter & De Jong, 1999;

Fonseca et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2005b).

The broad spread of trait values observed within individual sites

could have various causes: disturbance (Grime, 2006), unquantified

microsite variability, alternative optimal evolutionary solutions

for the same environmental challenges and game theoretical or

frequency-dependent processes (Westoby & Wright, 2006). To

estimate the relative filtering capacity of soils and climate, the

proportion of variance among sites explained in a model including

the effects of climate and/or soil can be compared with a ‘null’

model without these effects. In this study, soil C:N alone

explained up to 32–34% of the variability in SLA among sites,

soil C:N and soil total N explained up to 61% for LNCmass.

Climate alone explained very little variance in SLA and LNC

(between 0.5% and 5.5%). Climate and soils combined on the

other hand could explain up to 59% of the variability among sites

for SLA and 78% for LNCarea (best multivariate mixed models).

Soil P alone explained 48% of the variability in LPCmass and

43% in leaf N:P. Of the climate variables, only MAP was important,

explaining 7–11% for LPCmass and leaf N:P and up to 44% for

LPCarea. Soil P and MAP were not combined due to high

collinearity. Thus, among sites, soils showed the strongest filtering

capacity on traits. The strength of climate acted through interactions

with soils and varied from trait to trait. Future inclusions of other

factors such as disturbance frequencies and land-use history may

further decrease unexplained variance among sites. Finally, an

important aspect of the leaf trait variability was the amplitude,

which was similar across the whole range of soil fertility. This

implies that the range in trait value possibilities was similar in

each environment, independent on how favourable or harsh the

environment was.

Leaf traits versus growth forms

Soils under grasses and woody species have been found to differ

significantly in C:N ratios and N mineralization rates (Reich
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et al., 2001; Booth et al., 2005). In the present study, soils under

grasses and herbs also tended to have higher C:N ratios, but the

differences from other growth forms were not strong and were

insignificant for N mineralization. These weak differences

among growth forms in relation to soil fertility contrasted with

the strength of the correlations among leaf traits and soils.

Together, this might imply that to characterize plant responses to

soil fertility continuous leaf traits might perform better than

growth form. In contrast, growth forms were strongly affected by

climate (and more so than continuous leaf traits). These offsets

according to growth form abundance in combination with the

fact the different growth forms have different trait values (Wright

et al., 2005a; Reich et al., 2007) may explain the low explanatory

power of precipitation, MAP and PET in predicting trait values.

Shifts according to growth forms did not interfere with soil–trait

relationships, due to the minor effects of soil fertility indicators

on distribution of growth form.

Importance of reporting adequate site information

Soil total N is the most commonly used proxy of N supply.

Nevertheless, soil total N had weaker relationships with leaf traits

than soil C:N, N mineralization or soil P; and in two instances

had opposite patterns with leaf traits compared with those of the

other soil nutrient measures. These results show the inadequacy

of soil total N, when used alone, to characterize nutrient supply

in relation to plant functioning. Soil total N gives an indication

of the size of the soil N pool, but not how much of this pool is

actually available for plant uptake (Vitousek & Howarth, 1991).

Routinely measuring soil C together with soil total N will help to

make better inferences about plant–soil interactions, because soil

C:N provides more information about the potential to mineralize

or immobilize nutrients. In addition, soil C:N is a critical parameter

to estimate N mineralization in existing decomposition models.

Although soil total P is not directly related to actual P availability

(Hinsinger, 2001), it still seemed to be a robust indicator of P

fertility and was related to both leaf N and leaf P. Paucity of

information on soil P hindered the use of a multiple regression

approach to separate partial effects of soil N and P on leaf traits.

The information generated in this study stresses the importance

of reporting soil information in ecological studies involving leaf

traits. This is critical for expanding the current analysis and

including other plant traits related to soil nutrient availability.

CONCLUSIONS

This is the first attempt, to our knowledge, to quantitatively

relate leaf traits to soil fertility on a global scale. Firstly, our study

has quantified and therefore corroborated the general trade-off

between leaf traits associated with fast growth and resource

conservation ‘strategies’ in relation to soil fertility. Secondly, in

this study, not all environmental factors were equally good

predictors of leaf traits. SLA tended to be more related to N supply

and MAP. Leaf N concentration was related to both soil C:N and

soil total P. Leaf P concentration and leaf N:P were related to soil

total P alone (and to climate variables affecting global soil P

distribution). Thirdly, continuous leaf traits are better correlated

to soil resources than to growth form, but growth forms reflect

important aspects of plant distribution with climate. Finally,

within-site variance in the relationships of leaf traits to soils and

climate remains the highest source of variability. It is critical to

understand which factors determine this trait variability and the

coexistence and selection of trait values across a range of abiotic

conditions.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online

version of this article:

Appendix S1 Pearson correlations for traits and for selected soil

and climate variables.

Appendix S2 Mixed models: multivariate analysis of leaf traits

versus soils and climate.

Appendix S3 List of references from which trait and soil data

was obtained.
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